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.1.

LAKE POWELL RESEARCH PROJECT

The Lake Powell esearch Project (for-

mally known as Coll orative Research on

Assedsment of Man' Activities in the Lake

Powell Region) is consortium of univer-

/Lty -groups fund by the Divisiod'Of Ad-

vanced EnVironm tal Research and Techno-

logy in RANN (-search Applied to National

Needs) in the iational Science Foundation.

,

wide rang

Resear

cial scie

lem of t

water r

e"'

hers iathe consortium bring a

of expertise in natural.and so-

ces to bear on the general prob-

e affects and ramifications of

source management in the Lake

'Powell region. Tbe egion currently is

exper encingCOhyvergi g demands for 17a r

and 'nergy resource de lopment, preierva-
,

tio of nationally gue scenic features,

ansion of rec ati.p facilities, and

onomic growth and modernization in pre-

lotsiy isolated rural areas.

The Project comprises interdisciplin-

ary studies centered on the following
ita
tOpiCs: (1) levek and distribution of

J.

income and wealth generated by resources

development; (2) institutional framework

for environmental assessment and planning;

(3) institutional decision-making and re-

source allocation; (4) implications for

federal Indian policies of accelerated

economic development of the Navajo Indian

Reservation; (5) impact of development on

demographic structure; (6) consumptive wa-

ter use in the Upper Colorado River Basin;

(7) prediction of future significant4'

changes in the Lake Powell ecosystem; (8)

recreational carrying capacity and utili-

zatio; of the Glen Canyon National Recrea-

tiotal Area; (9) impact of energy devel-

opment around Lake Powell; and (10) con-

sequences of variability in the lake level

of Lake Powell.

t

One of the major missions of RANN proj-

ects is to communicate research results

directly to user groups of the region, which

include government agencies, Native Ameri-

'Can Tribes, legislative bodies, and inter-

ested civic groups. The Lake Powell Re-

search'Project Bulletins are intended to

make timely research results readily acces-

sible to user groups. The Bulletins

supplement technical articles published by

Project members in scholarly journals.

5
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ABTRACT

The growth of the Navajo and Hopi

Indian populations is traced ever the 100 -

year period from the ,rly 1870's to the

present. It is sh n that the rate of

growth of the Na jo population has _in-

creased more ra dly than has that of the

Hopi population. It is suggested tht

epidemic disease among the Hopis until

the 1230's accounts for the,discrepant

rates.

Since the 1930's, the Hopi birth rate

nas. declined to figures approaching the

national rate, whereas the Navajo rate has

declined much more slowly and is still con

siderably higher than the national figures.

In addition, it is shown that the age-

specific birth rate curves of the two

tribes differ significantly, wit Hopis

,terminating their, childbearing at an ear-

lier.age than the'Navajos.

It is concluded that the Hopis have

experienced an accelerated demographic

transition over the period of perhaps

a generation, so that they have moved

from a situation of high birth and death

rates to one of low birth and death

vii

rates. The Navajos,.on the other hand,

are experiencing a more prolonged tran-

sition, with birth rates remaining high

while death rates (especially among in-

fants) drop rapidly.

OP'

The reason for these different tran-

sition ratea,apars to be related to the

rapidity with which each tribe has been

precipitated into the wage economy, and

this in turn appears to be related largely

to Federal policy as it has influenced the

acquisition or loss of land an the twore-

servations.

In addition, it is shown that

there are intra-tribal as well as inter-

tribal differences. The western end of the

Navajo Reservation appears to be at,an ear-

lier phase of the demogrdphic transition

than does the eastern end. Age-spe 'fie

birth rates as well as infant death

are higher in the west than in the east. //

As a result of a higher rate of natural in-

crease and more limited job opportunities,

the amount of emigration from the western

end of the Reservation appe4;sto be

greater than that from the1104stern end.

40



DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE

°AMONG TH

HOPI AND NAVAJO

INDIANS

INTRODUCTION

The LaliWoweil Research Project is

concerned in part with assessing the im-

pact of the creation of Lake Powell and

its attendant developments on the human

populations in the area. This impact may

be seen as but one example of What some

observers have called "modernization,"

the process by which many of the features,

of a technologically sophisticated so-

ciety penetrate the lives of people liv-

ing until then in relative isolation.

Such a process has been influencing

Navajos, Hopis, and other Southwestern

. Indians continuously over the pastsev-
.

eral centuries, but the rate of change

seems to have increased within the past---

teneration or two, since the 1930's.

Different tribes have been influenced at

different rates, however, and even within

tribes tnere appear to be regional dif-

ferences in the intensity of contact with

the dominant society. Thus, as will be

discussed in more detail in the following

pages, the western end of the Navajo

Reservation has until recently been rel-

atively more isolated from intense con-

tact with the dominant society than h

the eastern end. The building of 31

Canyon Dam, the development of ,the, own

of Page, the paving.of roads, an the'

creation of strip mines have a had an

important influence on th we tern end of

the Reservation and have se ved to in-

crease the intensity of contact )etween

Navajos resident in the /rea and the

1

dominant society. It is not necessary to

point out that. the relationship has most

commonly been an explo'tative one with the

Reservation assuming ny of the char-

acteristics of,a co, ony.

The process,of modernization commonly

has pi.ofound influences on the demographic 0

features of a society: its age and sex,

structure, fertility and mortality rates,

patterns of in-,.and out-migration, and

ultimately family structure, childrearing

patterns, and a host of other social -

psychological features. Many Of these

variables are being explored in field

studies currently under way as part of the
4

Lake Powell Research Project. The purpose

of the present contribution is to sketch

the broader demographic pictureof the -

Navajo and Hopi Reservations and the sur-

rounding Anglo-American/communities so the

field researches in the Lake Powell area

may be placed, within their regional con-
.

text. As such, it /;is concerned both with

historj car patterns, especially over ,the

past 100 years,,,And with comparisons from

area to another.

Because.this paper will be concerned

with comparing rates of relatively rare

events aid because large numbers are neces-

sary order to reduce the variance, the

of analysis used are large aggregates

as counties, subagencies, or entire

unit

suc

t ibal populations. In such an analysis

ller units such as land management dis-

tricts c4 chapters are necessarily ne-

glected until.a sufficient number of

observations are collected through field

studies.

Of the three parameters of most con-

cern to demographers--fertility, mortality,

and migration--only the first two are

treated in detail in this report,. Infor-

mation on migration is based on inferences

0



from birth and death rates. The dynamics

of migratiop are the subject of_fiel4 in-
,

vestigations currently under way.
"1,

il',.*.` PRE-CONTACT AND

PRE RESERVATION PERIODS

The pre-contact history of the an-

cestors of the Navajos and Hopis has been

discussed by Jennings (1946), Schoenwetter

and Dittert (1968), Schroeder (1968), Reed

(1954); Jett (1964), Hester (1962), and

Underhill (1948). It is worth noting that

**changing rainfall patterns and other cli-

matic shifts in the eleventh and subse-

quent centuries forced thg ancestors of

the Hopoig and other Pueblo Indians first

.i to abandon many areas which had until

then been suitable for agriculture and

then to settle wher4ver water and arable

land were still available. It was into

these abandoned areas that the Navajos

moved, especially after they had obtained

livestock from the Spanish in the six-

*, , teenth and seventeenth centuries, with

the result that their pbpulation seems to

have increased.fairly steadily (Johnston,

1966; 131f; Hester, 1962). Froman esti-

mated population of 4,000 around lam

they increased to perhaps 10,000 by 1860,

though these figures can be regarded only

as very inadequate-guesses.

During the same period, the Hopi

population appears to have either re-

mained constant or declined. Because

they, like Navajos, were so far from the

'administrative centers in New Mexico,

census data are very imprecise and ir-

regular, unlike data available from
OP church records for some of the Eastern

Pueblos (Aberle et al., 1940). None-

theless, it does appear that both cli-

matic changes and epidemic diseases in-

2

. troduced by Whites kept the Hopi popu-

latieQ from expanding at anything ap-

prOaching the rate for the Navajos

in the 150 years preceding the reser-

vation period. (Colton, 1960; 106).

It is generally agreed that through-

out the early nineteenth century the

Navajos lived to the east of the Hopis.

Thus, when in 1868 they returned from 4

years of captivity at the Bosque Redo*,

it was to a reservation east of the HOpis.

During this period, the Hopis had been

allowed to remain in their villages.

EARLY RESERVATION PERIOD

The treaty reservation to which the.

Navajos returned in 1868 embraced

3,314,330 acres straddling the New Mexico- ,

Arizona toundary (Young, 1961; 255).1 In

1882 the Executive Order Hopi Reservation

was established west of the Navajos and

was of about equal size (Kelly 1968;

18-19). Since that time, however,.the two It
reservations have been dealt with differ-

ently: the Navajo Reservation had grown

to about 14,500,000 acres by the 1930's;

the Copi Reservation had declined to about

631,194 acres at the same time (Thompson,'

and Joseph, 1947; 32).

There are several possible reasons

for the expansion of the Navajo Reser-

vation as opposed to the Hopi. First;

Navajos as semi - nomadic pastoralists con-

tinued to follow their, flocks in search of

new forage, often spilling over the bound-

aries of their original reservation. Hopis

as sedentary agriculturalists were per

ceived as not needing as much land to sup-

port themselves (despite.the fact they



required wood and wild game and in ad- .

dition did do some sheep-herding). Thus,

the federal government did not act to re-

strain 'settlement on the Executive Order

Reservation and allowed Navajos flree ac-

cess (Committee on Indian Affairs, 1972).

Second, it may be that theTederal

Government, concerned about Mormon expan-

sion south from Utlh in the last decades

of the nineteenth century, used the Nava-

jos as a means of driving a wedge into

.the chain of Mormon colonies.. The Hopis,

having allied themselves with the Mormons

against the Navajos in the Moenkopi-Tuba

City area, may not have, been viewed sym-

pathetically.by. the government.

Whatever the reason, it is clear

that the land base of the' Navajos was

expanded considerably in the period from

1868 to 1934, although it never kept pace

with the demand for land. At the same

time, and related to the land expansion,

the"Javajo population increased dramati-

cally. The estimated Navajo population

in 1868 was-10,000 to 12,0.00. By. the ,

turn of the present century the popu-
,

.lation had about doubled, and by 1971 it

.
was estimated at about 130,000 (plus or

minus 10 percent).,

Johnston (1966; 152) has summarized

the pattern of Na4ajo population growth

over the past century as follows:

"For the period from 1870 to
1900, the average annual rate
of.natural increase appears to
lie somewhere between 1.5 and
2.0 percent; from 1900 to 1930
the rate appears to lie between
1.75 and 2.25 percent; for-1920
to 1950 the rate appears to lie
between 2.4 and-2.8 percent; and
for the period since 1950 it ap-

pears to lie between 2.4 and 3.3
percent."

The Hopi data,are equally vague.

Tables 1 and 2 give a number of popu-

lation estimates drawn from a variety of

sources. It is clear that, depending on

the estimate, the average annual growth

rates can vary widely ove the same

period. What does seem vident, however,

is that from 1874 to th early'1900's it

increased between 0.6 a d 1.4 percent per

y ar. Irrthe 1930's t e rate of growth in-

e--reased more dramatic

to over 2-percent pe

Joseph (1947; 30) e

peropent at that ti

thOugh estimate

average annual

be between 2.0

times reaching

s

r

lly than, the Nkvajb's

year. Thompson and

imated it to be 2.5

Since the 1940's,

ill vary widely, the

e of increase appears to 'd

d 2.5 percent,eperhaps at

.0 percent. Kenhard's

(1965) data,

f
m Second, Mesa indicate a

elgrowth rat f 1.96 percent frbm 1939 to

1961 (incl sing off-reservation residents).

The most y general pattern appears to

be an increasingly rapid rate of growth

from about 1900 to the late 1950's with a

slowing of the growth rate-beginning in

the '1960's.
.

Despite the vagaries of the census,*

data, it does seem clear that in the early

' reservation period, until about tirte turn

of the present century, the Hopi Rowth

rate lagged'well behind the'Navajo rate.

The rate of change increaled more rapidly

.than the Navajo's in the 1930's and re-

mains high, but still appears to be less t!'

than the Navajo rate of growth even down

to°the preSent time. Hopis themselves

have remarked on these discrepant patterns,

attributing them to "The Navajo practice of

polygyny and Hopi practice of the native

religion" (Negate, 1970; 225). That these

3

12
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Table 1:

Year Population,

1A7
1901

1905

1930

1934

- 1940

1950

1960

1962

1968

1,950

1,841'

2,100

2,752

3,444

3,528

4,405

5,176

6,000

Hopi Population Estimates'

Source

McIntire

McIntire

Efoziier

McIntire

McIntire

McIntire

\ZIntire

cozier

McIntire:-

USPS

growth rates are nbt unique to-the Hopi,

however, is made clear by examining com-

parablyrpoor data from the Eastern,PuebloS.

Table 3 indicates that over the course.

of the, past 100 years population has in-:

creased i these Pueblos at lowgr rates'

',than has he Navajo Oopulation, though in

general t e rate increased rather drama-

tically a ter World War II and then began

to declin in the 1960's. ;

,a

. Table Estimated Average Annual,
Growth Rates (Hopi)

InclusiveDates

1874,-1901

-1905

1901 -1930,

1905,=1934

1930-1940'

1934-1940

1940-1950

1950.-1962

1962-1968

1940-X968

Average Yarly Change
(percent).

-0.23

0.22,

1.38

0.63

2.23

5.00

2.39

3.15

4

(BIA)

(Secretary* the Interior)

(Thompson and Joseph)

(Joseph)

(BIA)_dp

(Department of the Interior)

It is not immediately evident why

the Navajo and Hopi rates should have

been so different in the pre-resery on

number

more devastating epidemics, among he

closely settled Hopis;(2) earlie mar-

riage and higher birth rates among the

Navajos; and p) greater off-reservation

migration for the Hopis. -Each possibility

and early reservation periods.

of possibilities are suggested:

13,

Table'3: Average Annual Population
change: Pueblos
(except Hopis)*

c

Average YeirlY Rate
of Change

Dates (percent)
P

. .

1861-1905

190 -1932

0.73

0.86

W-2,-1942 1.19 .

1942-1950 1.64

1950-1964 3.71

1964-1968

* Dozier, 1970; 122.



will be treated briefly, though it should

be understood that only tentative sug-

gestions are offered here.

Epidemics

In 4908 Hrdlicka noted that "The

living Navaho family is generally moder-

ate in size, but the tribe is increasing

in numbers. The living Hopi family is

also usually of moderate size...The

tribe seems to be slightly increasing in

numbers, although it has suffered much

from epidemics" (Hrdlicka, 1908; 42f).

Severe epidemics of smallpox werehoted

among the Hopis in the 1850's and 1860's

(before the reservation period) and in

the 1890's (McIntire, 1970; Bradfield,

1971; Thompson and Joseph, 1947; 29).,

No mention of, a smallpox epidemic of

equal severity is found among the Navajos

at the same time. Influenza evidently ,-

affected both tribes in 1918, but whether

or not the death rates differed is

unknown.

It appears, likely that the Hopi

would have been more subject to epidemic *

diseases simply by virtue of living in

more "Compact settlements (Colton, 1936,

1960). By the same token, endemic dis-

eases such as infectious diarrhea may

nave been more prevalent also (Rubell,

stein et al., 1969; LasersoWXAM.
u

Titiev noted thati raibi, "In

the 1930's yo

- did not

rar-

oys, in particular,
4

ate to on the ter-

fore their h. They were
warn nly not to wet and thus weaken the

walls.A541pr defecation, members

5

both sexes used to resort to th outskirts

of the pueblo and trusted to cult ral

blihdness to preserve their modesty These

conditions no longer prevail" (Titiev

1972; 335f)-:

Natality and Infant Mortality

It is possible that expansion of theme

Navajo land base led to a stable social

structure, increasing wealth, earlier mar-

riages, and a higher birth rate than among

the Hopis. As we have pointed out, the

Hopi land base was Contr/ acting.as a, re-
.

sult of both the movemV ten of increasing

numbers of-Navajos onto the Executive
%t

Order Reservation and the erosion of much

farmland. 'Inde d, Bradfield (1971) has

suggested tha the fissioning of Oraibiin

1906 was d directly to the process of

4 erosion w ich in a' very short* period de-

stroyed about 800 acres of farmland be-

longing to members of high status clans',-

The author is unaware of any data for

the Navajos and Hopis comparable to

Hrdlicka's (1931) for the Sioux from the

period 1897 -1908 or

the Eastern Pueblos

construction of ag

for each trhetfers

kil,,lyelae-Y" among the

Aberle's (1931) from

that would allow'

*ftfic birth'rates-.)

childbearing be-

Hopi rom a variety

of anthropological accounts i ars
that for both tribes sexual exposur

early, that contraceptive techniques were

'known but not often used, and that there-

fore childbearing also began early (Bailey,

1950; Whiting, 1939,:35; Siemons, 194'2;

145, 282). In addition, all authors tend

to agree that breastfeeding in each tribe

.14



N

"last n.t.A1 well into the seco d year of

the infant's-ilindicating tha the

period of post-partum infertility a d

thu47child-sp.4cing was likely to hav

been similar.

Available d:tLoncernins,,,birth

rates among the Hopis come from esti-

mates provided in the annual reports of

the Keams Canyon Hospital for the1920's

'and 1930' (BIA, 1920-1935). As Table 4

Indio:at, the crude birth rate during

this period was between 40 and 50 per

1,000, the same has been estimated for

the Navajos (Johnston, 1966;-169)kand

Eastern Pueblos (Aberle, 1932) at about

the same time. Unfortunately,_infor-

mation is not available for the period

before 1920, but it seems reasonable that

the rates were equally. high for the Hopis

for at least the'first several decades

of the early reservation period.

Table 4 also indicates that the in-

fant death rate, even in the better days

f the New Deal, was appallingly high,

b ng about 160 per 1,000 live births in

193 Data provided by Thompson (1950;

61) r 1942 are within the same range:

a crud= birth rate of 40 per 1,000 and

an infan mortality rate.ot 180 per 1,000

live birth ...Data from the Navajos in

the mid-194 's indicate an infant death

rate of about the same magnitude

(Johnston, 196:- 173). By comparison, the

national figures for 1942 were a crude

birth rate of 19. per, 1,00.4:and an in-

fant mortality rate of 40 per 1,000 live

Table 4; Keams Canyon Hospital Annual Reports (Hopi

7
N No. Deaths of Children

Under Under
Year Age 3 Age 1

1920

1921

1922

1923',

1924

1925

1926

1927

21

37

38

6

ND

ND

ND

-ND

28 ND

1929---- 1p
_----

19 30 18,

1931 ND

-----)r---"--- '1932 20

1933

1934

1935

32

35_

12

*No data available. '

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

14

JO

,15

6

No. Births
In-Hospital

ND'

ND

ND

ND

'1411)-

ND

ND

ND

1

7
r.

8

9

13

17

21

37

Esti gated No.
of irths

103

76

109

90

ND

108\

-ND

108

87

71

61

ND

83 or 12f

75

123

ND



births. Unfortunately, accurate infant

death rates cannot be obtained for either

.tribe for earlier periods. There is

every reason to suspect that they were

considerably.higher / but it is still un-

cnown whether or'how the two tribes may

have differed in this respect.

Migration

A third factor to be considered in

lation to the discrepant growth rates of

the two tribes is migration. As a result,

of a limited land base, erosion, and in-

creasing dissension within villages, pro-

portionately more Hopis than Navajos may

have migrated off-reservation in the early

years of the present century. Indeed, the

expansion of the Navajo Reservation and the
i -,

\c%,
1,\,

spread of Naval s to new lands might have

been the function equivalent of off -

reservation migratid in those tribes ,where

the land base, either remained constant'or
-r

was contracted. If off -r resi-

dents did not return home, 61 y and their

children,would have-stood a goo chance of

being lost to the Lribal rolls, t s allow-

ing the overall picture to shoW.less\opu-

lation growth than did in fact exist.

Unfortunately, there is no information

that would allow certain inference of a

higher rate of out-migration for the Hopis

than the Navajos. Hrdlicka (1908; 6) in- .

dicated that in 1903, 350 of 2,210 Hopis

(about 1.5.8 percent) lived off-reservation.

iot until the post-World War II'period

do estimates surpass that figure. Data

erom 1935 dicated that of 2,634 Hopis,

only 102. (i.e., 3.4 percent) were living

7

1

off-reservation (cited by McIntire,

1970), An estimate by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs '(BIA) gives essentially the same

figure, 4 percent (Thompson and Joseph,

1947; 31). Kennard's (1965) data from

Second Mesa in 1939 showed 5.5 percent

living off-reservation.'

Estimates for the Navajos during the

same time period, while'probably 'very inac-

curate, were.as follows: 1936, 9.9 percent;

1940, 18.9 percent (Johnston, 1966; 124).

These data are difficult to interpret due

to changing reservation boundaries, resi-

dence of many people in the ched&rboard

area on the eastern end, under-

enumeration of less populous areas, and

problems related to counting migrant

workers as permanent off-reservation

residents. Despite thesse difficulties,

however,'the figuresdo seem to show

that,-at the very least, the rate of

migration for Hopii in thq first three to

four decades of the current _century ap-

pears to have been no greater than it was

for the Navajos and may have been'less.

Of the various possible explanations

of the discrepant ,growth rates for the

two tribes during the first five or six

decades of the reservat n period, it

'would appear that A higher'death rate

among the Hopis is the mrt significant.

As suggested above, there is no evidence

tfiat Hopis .had a significantly lower

birth rate at:this time or that they

migrated off-reservation with, greater

frequency thain did the Navajos. In the

present study, good indicators of sig

nificantly higher death rates among

Hopis have not been found, but a variety

of sources cited previously all mention
4

0
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/
. the severity f epidemic diseases among Navajos remaining m

the Hopis, d some remark on their ab-

sence amon the Navajos.

It 'as beet' noted previously tha/

the gr th rate of each tribe increa'ed

in the 1930's. Speaking of the Hop

speci ically, Thompson and Joseph 1947;

31f) suggest that this upturn ue to

the Indian New Beal. As a resul , ealth

fa ilities at Keams Canyon Hosp tal were

i proved, nurses and other hea th worker

ere stationed on various par s of the

re rvation, protected water sources were

devel ed, hygienb. was introduced into

the scho curriculum, and conservation'

measdres we e nndertaken. , No doubt many

of these sane eatuces were introduced to

the Navajo Res Aion as well asto other

Indian reservation . The vastness of the

Navajo Reservation w. ld have diluted

their impact somewhat mpared with the

-influence likely to have een felt on the

tiopi Reservation.

1
.

sistence economy.
, e

Most observers agree that

in population was due to a declin

. tality, especially amopg infants,

continuing high birth rate (Tit V,

Dennis, 1965; Johnston, 19661 1 at

been called,the\first phase the demo

graphic transitio .dition to health

e involved in a sub-

It 'is difficult to de ermine whether s

idiffering cultural values b- ween the two

tribes account for some of th- differench

in involveMent in the cash econ.4y. It

appears, likely that some such dif -rence
---.

May have been important. .What se" clear,

however, is that the,expansion,of the

Navajo Reservation and the contraction

the Hopi Reservation would have had the,

effect of forcing proportionately more
.

Hopis into wage work no matter what their

original values may have been. The growth,
7,'

of the Navajo Reservation served to pro

mote pastoralism and allowqd Navajo

use wage work as a supplement to more

traditional activities (Shepardson and

Hammond, 1964, 1970); The same princi-

ple does not seem to have held for the

Hopis.

ItA.s likely that educational dif-
-

ferenceb between tine-two tribes was: an

he increase intervening variable between contraction

in mor- of the land base and involvement in wage

th a work, but good comparative data are avail-

72;, able onlywfor the post-war period. Cdr-

as nly it is true that simply by virtue

care, however wage .rk became increas-

ingly av able ring this same period,

and t-re i some indication that Hopis may

het n more advantage of these new op-
-,

o nitis than did Navajos. Government

the late 1930's indicated Hopi

ome was $163 (Hack, 1942;;16)

$78 (Johnston, 1966; 39) ,

surveys'::

per capita

and NaVajo 1ncom

though the proportio of total income

derived from wages seem to have been about

the same ,(approXimately 30 erc,t1 in each

case. The 4cher Hopi incomeiS inter- 1

preted to be reflectio of greater in-
_

volvement in the wagle. economy, with the

8

17

of 1 ing in densely,Wsettled villages the

Hopis w ld have been- more accessjhle to

Government ruant officers t would

vajos. The ifferenCe in involvement

wit, the dominan so ety seem to be re-

flect d in the Ul tion histories of

the two tribes in the post-war period.

POST ORLD WAR II PERIOD

Since e early 1940's, census and

vital . -ta concerning knerican Indians

have improved considerably. Information

from a number of sources is available.

The types of data and their limitations.

are outlined in.the Appendix.



. Results from Published Data: no 1

1:c-'6avis (1968; 138) h

following thesis: "

eht high rate

in fro

proposed the

aced with a persist-

natural increase result -

ast
....

ast success ip controll\ing

mortality, families tended to use'every,,.

}:

P
\ ,,- demographic means possible-to maximize

their new opportunities and to avoid rel-

\ative loss of status." it is-suggested

1n this report that the HopiS, having

beem precipitated more rapidly into

the age economy, were more likely

than the Navajoi to have reduced their

rate Of population growth as a means of

preservingtheir new economic gains. Al-

though the data presented are reasonably

accurate, it must be emphasized that the .

intrepretation is at this point specula,

tive and should be garded as a hypothe-

sis ini\rieedof further estfiis.
. ,

One demographic response' used' to max--

imize new oRportunit.ies is migration. it

has been preVidusly stated that an

creased rate of Hopi out - migration in the

early reservation pqriod could not doc-

,umented. There doe's seem to be evidence

'for,SuCh an increase in the poSt-war'

t perid,,hOwever. Nagata (1970; 2'6) esti-

mates that in the late 1950's and 'early

1960's about 25 percent of the Hopis and

percenof the'Navajos lived off their

respective reservations. 'Kennard's (1965)

data for Second Mesa indicate 26 percent

living off-reservation in 1961'. Kuniipk et

al. (1971) presented similar data gathered

in a different mariner.

Clearly, better education provides

somewhat better access to 'a wider variety

of employment opportunities, and there is
,.

eviddnce also that the Hopis in the post-

Hopis aged 25 and above in 1

9

I

A

number of years of education for resery

tion residents is about 10.5 (BIA, 1969,

44). For Navajos aged 14 and above in

1960, the medians are 5.3 for maples a d
/

. 3.8 for females (Johnston, 1966; 55); Due

to inclusion of the 14 to 24 age gro p, the'

medians are elevated above what the would

have been had the data been available for ,

those Navajos aged 25 and above. 1Eight

year's later (i.e., in 1968), this/cohort

of NavajOs would still have been'likeY to

have had a lower median than the Hopis

questioned in 1968.

Higher economic status and educa

tional levels also have been related d

another important demographic respo e ,td

//
new opportunities: that is,71imitation

pf family size. In general, birth rates

among,eanadian Indians (Romaniuk and /
. .

Riche, 1972), American Indians, and /

Alaska Natives (USPHS, 1971) have f

lowed a curve similar to that d!at

of the populationin North Americ

Though :birth rateare stillmuc higher

than in the general populatioh,ythey have

'been declining considerably. Fertility'

of Canadian -Indians has declined from

46.1 per 1,000 in 1960 to 308,per 1,000
.

in 1969. For American Indians and Alaska

Natives the deckihe has be n somewhat,

less dramatic: f;om 42.5 per 100 in

1960 td-38:5 pecd,000ti 1968. The dif-

ferences among a7rElia-var of somewhat ' 4

greater magnitude, how'ver.

1-

e rest

1

For example, rtility in the

Albuquerque Area hich include Southern

Utel and Jicaril1 and Mescalero Apaches

as well as the stern Pueblos, went from

39.1 per 1,300 to 34.8 while the Navajo

Area (which i eludes the Hopis) went from

46.6 to 39.7'over the 'same period. Al-
,

wit-pericid have attained higher levels of though the
Nr

education than havelthe Navajos. 'Among the natio

, the median seem to

8

e rates are still about twice

al figures (23.3 to 17.5), they

ndicate the beginning of a

t
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4ownward trend which may have consider-

able significance in years to come.

At the same time, of course, the

population is continuing to grow at a

:rapid rate due to the decline, in infant

mortality. In 1955 the infant death rate

(per 1,000 live births) in the Navajo

Area was 87.8; in 1967 it was 38.7,. The

corresponding figures for the Albuquerque

"."rea were 86.8 and 37.1., Comparable

figures Ln the general population were

26.4 and 22.4.

Flor purposes df this study, however,

these figures can onlyogive indications of

gross changes. Because the Navajo Area _

data group Navajos and Hopis, and because

the former tribe is so much larger than

the latter, the figures are representative

of tne-Navajo;./aoi do not show any inter-,

.trial distinctions. In addition, these
.:11

data'do not demonstrate any areal differ-

enCes bn either*the.Navajo or Hopi

Reservations.

That such areal distinctions'do exist;

on the Navajo Reservation at least, is

clear from data published previously.

Johnston (1966; 130)-has shown that the

population at theseastern end of the Nall-
,

ajo Reservation 'has grown much more

rapidly in the 22 years bettaeen 1935 and

1957 then it has elsewhere. This is

probably due to migration to sources_of

lw!bwage work which are more plentiful in the

east than elsewhere on the Reservation.

Chinle, for example, which had a crude

birth rate of 48.4 per 1,000 in 1957

(McDermott et al., 1972), grew by only 33

percent_during the period 1935-1957. This

pattern of intra-reservation migration

would be likely to,have the effect of at-

tracting young, relatively more accultur-

ated people to sources of wage work.

' Indeed, Hillary and Essene (1963) found

in their analysis of the 1960 U.S. Census

that the census county division which

includes Fort Defiance and Windoil Rock,

the headquarters of the Tribe as well as

various federal agencies, had a fertility

ratio of 803, which is lower than thaeof

any other part of the Reservation.

Unfortunately, the census county divi-

sion that includes the Hopi Reservation

also includes,large areas of the Navajo as

well so that it is impossible to make any

inter-tribal comparisons. However, using

data from BIA's 1968 census of the Hopi

Reservation, some rough comparisons can

be made. The fertility'ratio of the Hopi
7

Reservation in 1968 was about 600, which

-it within the range of many Anglo commu-

lities in the surrounding states. Fer-

,thity,ratios for a number pf other lo-

cations follow: Kearns Canyon, which is a

headquarters for both the BIA and the

Indian Health Service, 577; New Oraibi

which is eh6 Tribal headquarters, 641;

, the three Third Mesa villages, 504; the

three Second Mesa villages, 748; ,Folacca,".

457; the three First Mesa villages, 687;

and Moenkopi, 555. Given the rather

small numbers in each village; even

clustering them by mesa, it is probably

not appropriate to rgad too much into

these differences. What is ,important,

howeve, is to note the fact that all

areas; are lower than the lowest Navajo

area:fq Thus, though it was not possible,

using the Public Health Service data on

birth, rates by Area, to distinguish be-

- tdeeh the Navajos and Hopis, it appears

1,0
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treakthese data, crude though they are,

-,that there are in fact differences in

fertility betWeen the two tribes.

r.;

It should be emphasized, however,

that these data apply only to the reser-

vation populations. As yet there are no

comparable data. available for off-

reservation residents. What data, do

exist come from an attempt to enumerate

complete-1,y all Hopi residents of three

.-Arizona borer town's (Holbrook, Winslow,

ad Flagstaff) in the summer of 1971.

The,total number of individuals located

was 761 71Aich is probably 95 percent

of the Hopis living in those towns and

aboL one -half or one-third 'of the

totalnubber estimated to be. living off-

reservation.

4

ti

birth rate for the 5 years preceding the

census (Johnston, 1966; 155, note 6).

Using this method with Hopi Reservation

data and assuming an infant mortality

rate of 40 per 1,000 live births, the aver-

ageyearly crude birth rate over the 5

years ending in 196$ is calculated to be

about 25 per 1,000. (In contrast, the

group interviewed off-reservation had a

rate of between 30 and 35 per

Even allowing for selective mi&ation Of

women with many children, the ate is con

siderably lower than that of t4e Navajos

and in fact is only slightly hi er tha

the national figures for the same p iod.

Even assuming considerable error--; the

Ate doej not appear likely to have been

4r4bove 30 per 1,000, which is still low

compared to the
-57.

Of these 76'1 individuals, 128 were 5

years of age or younger and 159 were women

between 15 and 44. Thus the fertility

ratio of this group was 805, somewhat

higher than the ratio found on the Hopi

Reservation in the BIA's 1968 census.

Tnese results contrast with the pattern

described among Papago urban migrants where

the women tend to be unmarried and involves

in domestic work (Uhlmann, 1972), and it

seems clear from these data that the fer-
,

experience. of off-reservation

families is considerably different than

that'of-reservation familie ,-

Using the fertility ratio, it is pos-

sible to calculate the approximate crude

o

Results from Unpublished Data: .1970 to

1971

We have so far bee0able to show

that the Hopis have experienced a rapid

demographic transition since the 1930's,

analogous to the experience of the

Japanese, whereas the_davajos have ex-

;verienced a more delayed transition

characteristic of most developing na-
D*

tions (Omran, 1971). By this it is

meant that within the space of a.geor-

ation the. Hopis have moved from a situ-

ation in which they had both high birth

and death rates to one in which both

rates were lowered very dramatically.

The result has been that the Hopis never

seem to have experienced a rapid rate, Of

population gtowth over a prolonged period

of time.' The Navajos, on tile other.hand,
A"

/have drop in death'
t. . .

rate While the birth rafehaSdecliped
...A. .4

only very slowly. The result has been a

11

0
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continuing rapid increase inrpopulation,

a situation which is characteristic of

most developing nations.

In this section data are presented

from the Indian Health Service.(IHS) in-

. patient and contract tapes which confirm

the different birth rates reported for

the Hopis and Navajos and which allow

construction of age-specific birthe

curves for each tribe.

The shapes of age-specific birth

rate curves have been categorized into

three types (United Nations, 1965; De-

Jong, 1972): (1) the broad peak type

said to be characteristic of developing

nations in which birth-ratesin the 20 to

24 and 2'5 to 29 age groups differ very

little, are higher than the rates in

gr9ups above and below those ages, and

decline in the older age groups. as a re-

sult of menopause; (2) the early peak

type, with births reaching their highest

point in the 20 to 24 age group, and (3)

the late peak type, with births reaching

their highest point in the 25 to 29 age

group.Types 2 and 3 are said to be

characteristic of developed nations.

Although virtually all societies have

peaks in the twenties age group, the

point emphasized here is that so-called

developing nations have.a broader pat-

tern than do developed nations. FigUre 1

illustrates all three types: Colombia

,represents 1; the United States 2; and

Japan 3 (calcul ted from data in Keyfitz

and Fleiger, 68).

. Since the Hopis appear to resemble

the Japanese in the rapidity with which

thdy have undergone the demographic

transition, there would be some reason to

expect that the age-specific birth rate

curves would have been similar in the two

societies. Figure 2 shows the curves for

both Navajos and Hopis, and it is clear

that Hopis follow the early peak type

of pattern, and that Navajos are not

readily categorized, appearing to be

transitional between the broad peak of

type 1 and the early peak of type 2.

These data suggest that although the

Navajos have a high growth rate, there is

some reason to believe thatyle rate is

likely to begin declining if births to

Ober women continue to decrease as they

seem to have within recent years.

Because the number of Hopi births is

so small, age-specific rates are likely to

be unstable. The analysis is therefore

presented in a somewhat,different form in

Table 5. Using several different estimates

of Navajo population and the number of Nav-

ajo births, and applying them to the Hopi

population, expected frequencies okf Hopi

births have been computed and the chi-

square values have been calculated to test

the hypothesis that the age diitribution of

births does not differ between the'two

tribes. In each case the differences are
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Figure 1: Age-Specific Birth

significant, and it is clear that Hopi

women do bear a greater proportion of their

children at younger ages than do Navajo

women. That this pattern is not a result,

of Navajo women deferring childbearing

until their late twenties or thirties is

demonstrated by a review of THS, out-

patient tapes which revealzthat but 50

percent of the primigravidas each

tribe are between 20 ,and

13

Rates in Selected'N ions

The pa erns within tribes are not

,constan tom place to place, however: As

,Figu 3 indicates,"the Tuba City sub-

a ncy has generally highet age-specific

birth rates than the other areas. A chi-

square analysis was perfotmed by fitting

an additive model in the logit scale. The

chi-square goodness-ofiCt test' on 28 de-

grees of freedom was /Z.S, which is signif-

icant at less than 0.0011C,-L. Odoroff,

22
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Figure 2: Hopi and 4avajo Reservation Age-Specific Birth
Rates, 971-1972 Average

personal communication). his is a re-

flection of inconsistent differences be-

tween age ,roups of wo n

agencies. It is striking, ior example,

that the rate fiar women aged 40 to 44-in

Tuba City drops belOw the rate for women

Chinle. (Figure 4 shows the locatiOt

Of the :Clifferent subagencie,s and

counties.).

The western end of the Navajo'Reser-

'',vation has keen less intimately in con-

tact with the dominant society, is less

industrial, and has fewer centers of wage

--
work than are found elsewhere (Harman et

al.i-1969).' In addition, as the figures

in Table 6 indicate, the infant mortality

rate on the western end is higher than it

is. elsewhere. Thus, it would appear tht

the higher birth rate in the Tuba City

subagency is re].ted in large part to a,

higher infant death rate on the western-

end of the Reservation. ,

The effect of a lowered' infant mor-

tality,rate is similar in direction

though not,in magnitUde to an elevated

birth rate. It thus appears that the

14
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Table Expected Hopi Reservgtion Births
(average for 1971 to 1972)

Age Group
No. Observed
Hopi Births A'

No. Expected Hopi Births
B D

10-19 ,, 20 15.6 19.1 17.8 21.8

20- 4 48 29.1 37.6 33.0 42.7

2Y -29 22 17.0 201.8 19.0 23.6

30-'34 9 13.8 16.9 15.7 19.2

35-39 6 9.7 11.9 10.9 13.3

40-54 7.2 8.9 8.1 10.0

iChi-sqUare 23.38 16%60 18.82 18.40

id-f .
5 5,' 5 5

p-value 0.001 0.01 0.01 0.01

A = basedpon high Navajo population estimate; Bl'= based on low Navajo population

estimate;LC = based on high estimate plus 400, additional births; D = based on low

.estimate Plus 406..ad,4tional

lower birth. rate cal the eastern end of

the Navajo4eservation is offset to some

slight degi.ee'by the lower infant death

rates. The net effect reservation-wide

would then seem to be intrinsic rates of

natural increase that are more nearly

similar than the'age-specific birth

rates alone would have suggested.

Though the data include Iformation

on some Navajo women who give off-.

reservation addresses, such information

has not been utiliz

is known of the off

d because so little

reservation popu-

lation concerning numbers, length of

stay, and area of o

it is known that th

munities of signifi

outside the area co

such as Denver, Dal

igin. In addition,

re are Navajo com-

ant Size in cities

ered by the.records,

as, Los Angeles, and

Chicago.- It is posible to say'that,

counting the deliveries recorded within

the service area of `.'Navajo country,"

1.

4

Which would-include off-reservation border

towns and nearby cities as well as the

reservation itself, and estimating about

400 birthsper year lost to the record

system, h6 crude birth rate appears to be

between 28 and 34 per 1,000. That is,

there are approximately 4,000 biLhsiper

year in this population and the rite de-

pends onthe denominator used. It should

be pointed out, however, .that even 34 per

1,000 represents a decline from estimates

of rates of several ;ears ago.

. .

The oblems of dealingwith _differ-

,ences within the Hopi population are

, equally formidetble. Inforhation on dif-

ferences between villages has not been

provided in this report because the numbers

are small enough and the time period cov-

ered so short that the rates discovered are

likely to be very unstable. For Such an
.t

analysis, a longer time period would be

desirable and that will be the subject of

15 A
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Figure 3: Navajo Age-Specific.Birth Rates by SubagentY,
Fiscal Year 1971-1972 Averaged

future investigations. The average number;

of on-reservation births for each of the

-years of this study was w106. With a

populationof between 5,000 and 5,500, the

crude birth rate is in the range of 19.3

to 21.2 per 1,000.

It has been observed, that the off-

reservation Hopi population appears to have

4a-higher birth rate than the on-reservation

population. This rate was calculatdd from

a 1971 census of all the Hopi residents

of the border towns of HolbrOok, Winslow,

L
16

25

and Flagstaff, Arizona. The data,from the

IHS yield an average of 55 births per year

to off-r;eservation Hopi women. If it is

assumed that bdtween 25 and 33 percent

of the Hopis live off-reservation, then,

between 1,600 and 2,500 Hopis live of

their reservation and the crude birth

rate is between 22 and 34 per 1,000.

Moreover; if it is assumed that (a)

the age distribution of the women enumer-

ated in the 1971 survey of border towns is

representative of the age distribution of



Table 6: Average A ual Indian Infant Death Rates Per Thousand Live Births

Years Apache

1950-1954 100.0

1955-1959 62.0

1960-1964 48-.5

1965-1968 40.5

County

Coconino Navajo' Mckiniey

134.6 136.0 120.0 141.0

59.2 79.7 74.0 71.0

62..0 60.0 49.0 41.0

58.7 52.0 35.3 50.0 -----

all Hopi women living offareservation,

and 03),Ithe.total of off-reservation resi-

dents iS.three times,the number of border

town:resIdents (1.e. total off is 2,283,

possiblyan,over-estimate), then an age-

ipecificbirth rate patt," is obtained

as shown iii4Figure',. elomparing it to

-the reservation pattern displayed in the

same figure, is noted that the differ-

re* ence in crude.birth rated seems to be ac-

counted for by continuing births to off-

- reservation

-thirties.

Hopi women in their early

It his not been possible-to account

for the higher birth rate off-reservation.

A lower'rate would have been expected.

The higher rate may be "due to.under-

estimation the number ofoff-,,

reservation residents or to migratiOn'Of.-,

a more fertile population. This remains

a topic to be investigated further in the

future, although based oh our census of

border town residents, it appears that

the higher birth rate is a real fihding

and one that needs to be explained.

County Data
'

The preceding utilized

data4provided pri y the IHS and
,

BIA in published, and unpu blished forz;.:

This section draws on,coUniy,data pro=A

vided the U4. Census and theUSpli$

Office .40,KitalStatistiOrThe

4iiond'Of these ,data have 'teen emphasized
..0 .

in ,IihFApEiandix: under-endmeration Of*

IndianS,Under-registration of births

and deaths:,,and'failurelto,distinguish

between ale0ers prf diUerribes and
s ,

residents on-: and off- reservation. None- ,

theleSs, the data are valuable becallse'"

they allow us to compare each co41113110

in 1960 and 1970 and, by cereig,for

rates, of natural increase, to',estiMate the :
net levels of migration for Whites and non-

Whites (more than 95 perc'nt of whom are

Indians) (Barclay, 1958). Figure 4 shows

the overlap between counties- and, sub- -

agencies on the Hopi and Navajo Reserva-

tions; Table 7 showa"the populations of

each county in 1960 and 1976; and Table 8

shows the vital rates and migration pat-

tern in the fiveounties.

Finally, with an average Of"abodi .

160 bilkhs per year in.a total population . There Are a number of striking,fea--
,.

of,6,500 to 7,500 on- and off-reservation,

the Hopi crude-birpia rate is between21.3

and 24.6 per 1.,000, still lower than the

lowest limits calculated for the Navajos.

9
17

28

tures revealed inTable 8: for both

Whites and non-Whites, the crude ipir4

rate is dropping, though at differentiated

in different counties; crude death rates

Ll
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have tended to change very little over the

1960-1970 decade!_anditifgration patterns

sdiffer radically frOm*one county and racial
, 4

group to another. . .

In'every county but Soul Juan, the non-

White.crude birth rate, though declining,

remains considerably higher than the White

rate In San Juan County, the nonrWhite

rate was lower in 196§ than the White rate,,

More generally, it appears to be the case

that the three Arizona counties had a

larger net loss of Indians due to migration

S

18

(between 19 and 28 percent) than did the

New Mexico counties. Indeed, San Juan,

Country hdd knet loss of only 4 percent
.

its:Indian residenti. :ConverselY,,the

_three Arizona counties lost a smaller

proportiOn f their White popUlations,

"Navajo my even gaining 6 percent due

to in- migration.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The results of this study suggest

that the Hopis and the Navajos present

017
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two very different patterns,of demographic

transition. The Hopis appear to have

made a very rapid transition from

situation in which they had both high

birth_an4_death_rates_to ote in which

they- have lowered both rates dramatically.
,

In addition, the period-of childbearing

is'concentrated in the early twenties

age group.

The cause of this accelerated tran-

sition appears to lie in the contraction

of the Hopi land-base and their resulting

increased involvement in the dominant

society both through educational institu-

tions and wage work. In this they con-,

trast markedly with the Navajos, who man-
.

ifest a delayed type of transition which

is more' characteristic of most deVeloping

nations (Omran, 1971).

. --
It is suggested in this report that

the delaedpattext is the result of the

expansion of the Navajo land base and the

persistetce,of many features, of tradi-

tional asto 'fe. Indeed, it appears

that wage Work for ma Navajos has con-
.

tinued to'bd-primarily a supplement to the



Table

_County

San Juan
1960
1970

McKinley
1960
1970

Navajo
1960

Apache
1960
1970

Coconino
19'60

-1970

an

;)*

ulation of -Saks.Juan and McKinley Counties, New Mexico,
avajo, Apache, and Coconino Counties, Arizona

Total
Population

Ndh-Indians
with Spanish Surnames

Percentage . Percentage
Indian of Total

,306 7

52, 17 35.

37,209
43,208

- -

37,994
47,715

'-:307438

32,298

41,857
48,326

56.7
611.4

6.8

12.2

50.9
48.3

74.8
74.3

6.9

Peibentage of
Non-Indians

9.3

28.0

4
14.0

12.5

27.9 10.4 4.4

24.8

more traditional subsistence economy.

However, such changes are not occurring

at the same rate throughout-the Navajo

ervation.

Fertility

It is typical of the delayed demo -

grap- c transition that b

high unti we ter death rates have de-'

clined, -thus; 1= ding to an explosive growth

in population unt the birth rate declines

and equilibrium is r= tored. The Navajos

nave manifested this pa tefn over the past

several generations. Fro a crude birth

rate somewhere between 40 an 50 pOr 1,000,

--_,tha-rate.-etas nctiW-arOPpad_to abo t.,34 per

17000n7I*Wire;_ however,--regio 1 dif--

ferences. Apeche,.Coconino, and McKi =ey

Counties all have birth rates of nearly

per 1,000 or above. Navajo'COunty has.a

,'rate of 34 per 1,000, which may be ac-

counted for in part by the fact that about.

'20

20 percent of the Indians living there are

Hopis. San Juan County has a birth rate

in the mid-twenties.,

In addition, the.age-specific birth

--r to curves indicate that the western end

of the Navajo Reservation has a pattern

mu8f more similarwhat is found in a

nation such as Colombia than do

other parts of the e .-t this

is riot due to many wonlen delaying child--

bearing until their thirties is indfcated,

by a review of prenatal Clinic records

which showed that approximately half of all

Navajo and Hopi primigravidas,,in 1970 and

1971 were in the 20- to 24-yeir-old age

29

group.
_

These differences4billd seem toindi-

cate that the western end, of the reseiVa-

on is still considerably less influence4c

by t social and economic institutions of -

the domina ocietY than is the eastern



Table 8: Vital Rates and Migration in'Five Southwestern Counties

Crude Bkrth Rates Crude Death Rates
1960-1968

Migration**

County 1950* 1960 1'968 1950 1960 1968 (Number) (Percent)

---

San Juan
Indian 31 40.0 26.7 15.9 6.9 - 5.8 - 802 - 4.0

White ,-.12.5 34.1 28.6 7.5 55 -12,429 -27.0

McKinley
,

Indian 32.4 45.6 39.3 X2.0 8.4 7.3 - 3,614 -11.8
: White 33.6 31.2 19.5 8.3 7.5 7.4 - 2,286 -12.5

Apache .
,,

Indian 30.0 51.0 49.0 11.1 8.8 8.5' 9°,784 -28.6

White 27.0 34.0 26.5 5.2 9.5 5.1 - - .655 - 7.8

,Lava)o
Indian 33.4 43.1 34%0 12.5 8.2 6.4 - 5,283 -19.3

white 28.9 32.2 22.4 7.6 5.7 6'.3 + 1,307 + 5.9

Coconino
Indian *42.5 41.0 44.0 11.1 6.9 6.8 - 4,506 -25.0

Wnite 27.)3- 31.4 20.3 4.9 6.4 5.4 - 1,036 - 2.9

.40

* Under-registration of births for Indians in 1950 probably makes these

figures of doubtful value for the most part.
,

** - signifies loss of population ;' + signifies gain of population.

end of the reservation. It would also sug-

gest that family planning programs, may have

,,lost success with older, multiparous women

among the ,Navajos and with younger women

among the Hopis. Only, after the age-

specific birthrates in the older age

. groups deplineis.,:it-Ilkely that.yOunger'

women with fewer children will beCome re -,

ceptive to family planning.

The implications of different levels

of fertility for family structure are

also important. First, it isobvious

that if women continue bearing children

into their late thirties and early

forties, Most marriages will not be with-
, .

out solve children to.ralse until the

-

with-

.bout

Partners are in their late
_

. t

..:

forties or early fifties. Contrast this, .

--- to the emergent Hopi patterffwhere most j

women will kie-,,in their early forties when

the last child).-s capable of being. self-

N

5o_
21

supporting.. Clearly, there is'bound to

be a significant change in marriage roles

as a,result. This'same pattern may be

developing among Navajos in the San. Juan

County area though the data are not pre-

cise enough to document that as yet.

Second; it is also clear that the

more children born and surviving to

adulthood, the mort, likely is thete,to be

competition within the family unit and

.among families for scarce resources. As

a result, patterns-of cooperation will,

likely continue to change and increas-

ingly be confined .to the residence unit,

or even the nuclear family, rather than

extending to include several different .

residence units.

Third, changing fertility patterns

have an important influence on the age

structure of a pOpulation A population



with high fertility is a young popula-
.

tiork whereas the reverse is true of a

population of low fertility, Thus,

within another generation, the Hopi pop-

ulation ought to have a significantly

larger proportion of elderly members.

This is not,likely to be the case with

most segments of the Navajo population

except perhaps those - people living inthe
4

San Juan County area. Such a changing

age structure will influence both the

disease patterns found in the two tribes

(with the Hopis likely to manifest a higher
---

proportion of chronic and degenerative dis-
flo .

eases) and the problem of dependency. As

the Hopi population ages and as many young

people move away, the residual, reservation

population is likely tiip find itself without

the day-to-day supports that are character-

istic of societies organizedsaound the

extended family. It is in this setting

that a variety of government social service

agencies may assume increasing importance.

Unlike the Navajo population, where de-

pendency tends to be found in the younger

age groups, those agencies serving the Hopi

may well find that they ate being faced

with a somet4hat different set of problems

in an older population,,.

Mortality

Table 6 shows the average annual

Indian infant death rates for the five

counties from 1950 to the end'of the ,

1960's: It is clear that the rate has

dropped'dramatically in each county. _There

is also some evidence that lit has 7t/

changed dramatically in Coconino ounty

since the late 1950's, unlike e rates in

four:the'other fpur. It is, pos ble that this

deviant pattern is the result of''6dorer

living conditions which, beyond a certain

ldVel, cannot be compensated for by good

acute medical cake as is now provided by

HS: As partial confirmation, Table 9

N,N

shows the proportions of Indian children

under ode year of age 'who die within the

first 28 days of life It is noted that in
) ,,

each county but Coconino the proportion

)15,NNtends to increase from 1 0-54 through tr.

1965-68. The significance of this change

is that those deaths occurring within the

, first 28 days are likely to be due to some

type of conge6ital anomaly or birth defect

rather than to environmental conditions.

White infants in these same counties die

almost entirely within the first 28 days,

for example. Thus, there ii some indi-

cation that in Coconind County the

environmental conditions are more hazard-
.

ous to..the health of Indian infants than-

are the conditions in other counties.

It would appear that there is some

association between high birth rates and

high infant death grates, but what the

nature of the relationship:-is it is im-

possible to say. It mtisttbe remembered

that these are aggregate data; And th e-,

fore it cannot be inferred that i is the

very same womeniwho lose child nin in-

fancy who are also respons e for the

high birth rate. Thus, hile.it would

seem logical that f ilies,have some no-

tion of desired amily size and that they

keep having children until they have

reached t t site'despite many, deaths,

the d. a presently in hand only illus-

tr e the association between high'birth

and death rates in the region of the

western end. It is equally conceivable,

of course, that the'associati*goes the

other way: the more children, the less

able is a Emily to, care for them and

tde;efere the higher the death rate.

22

.

It should alSo be noted that'the

crude death rates (all deaths per 1,000

populations) have not changed signifi-

gently over the Past.decade (spe'Table

8). Thisis-not Surprising and is
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7..)

Years

1.-95-1954

' '1955-1959

19601964-

1965-1968

I/

IOW

Proportion o;t.Indian Infant Deaths
Days of Life\

-

Occurring in st 28

- : County

San Juan

./24.6

31.0

34.0

40,0, .

Mc ley, 4. Apache

31.0

313.7

39.0

42.0

;

/similar to patterns found elsewhere. It

-,,serves to emphasize, however, that in
.

the iater phases.of the demographic

.transition,,intrins,ic rates of natural

increase are more likely to be influ-
1

ence by changes in fertility than by

chan s in death rates. XndeeoL.t.he

...variations in the rates'Of natural in-

reas.
,

e in the five counties are attribu-

tablehmost entirely to variable de-
,

clinet in the birth rates.

.

Migra ion:
1

We have shown that the three

.counties which include part ofthe Na1.410

, -and all,of the Hopi Reservations have a''7

much larger net loss of non-Whites than-

Whites:. McVinley County, New Mexico, has

! Jaoutl an equivalent loss of both groups;

24.0

35.0

33.7

33.5

Nava'o

24.0

27.0

30.0

43.0

CotOninel

26.0

4q.0

25.6

28.0

families had resided in each place less,

than 3 years when

,

sUrveyed in 1969 ASES,

1969t 1970), .

:

Th§ggh comparable.data regarding the

reservAxon populations are not available,

it does seem likely that the figures of

"net loss"'or "net gain" mask a great deal

of shifting about of the population re-

, maining in each area. It is entireiy pos-
1 sible, for example, that the development

;

of wage work opportunities on BlackNesa

Aiie-in the vicinity of Page has notat-,

priMarily local residents from the

Arizona" neighborhood but has attracted back to the

reservation individuals who had been liv-

ing elsewhere, perhaps in large cities

such -as Los Angeles, Denver, and Dalla;.

Thus, the loss of Indian residents of

Coconino County may have bden 6,500 ,over

the.decade of the 1960's, with a replace-

ment of 2,000 by people native to other

counties. Without-data from field studies

s' and San Juan County has a pattern of loss

that.is essentially the reverse of that

found in the Arizona counties.(see Table

7). It would be a mistake, however, to as

sple that those Andividpals remaining in.'

it is not possible to determine anything

more than the net figures.

It is'clearly important to undez:-

stand the migration process in more de-

tail than these data can-provide. If a .

signifiAtnt proportion of the population

in some areas is beingreplaced by in-
,

dividuals returning from arge cities,

,each county represent a residual
,

ration. Though in many instances this may

5e the case, it is also tele that there is

_a rapid turnover of individuals within

counties. ` This has been documented for the'

pulations of Flagstaff County).

, .and Winslow (Navajo County) where, respec-
, , ..,

,- -tively, 29,6 and 21.4 percent of the 'then there are likely, to be important
.

,---,,
j2 3
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,D ramifications on the reservation. For

example, people who have spen't some years

living in cities shay be of a more,liberal

political persuasion than those who have

remained on-reservation. From previous

work, there is some evidence that this

is the case (Kunitz and Levy, 1970). In

addition, returnees may well have ac-

quired new, values relating to family .

organization, consumption patterns,

childrearing practices, and the likp,

and they influencemany

people who have not migrated.

Finally, it is evident that large

numbers of Navajos have been forced to

leave the reservation. Should wage work

opportunities become available that would

attract them back, the reservation would

continue to be faced with the problems of

population growth and competition for

scarce resources that plague it now, even

were the rate of natural increase to de-

cline significantly (T. Boyle, personal

communication). Generally, however, the

population is growing more rapidly than

is the number of jobs, and it is likely

that migration will continue to bean

important feature of reservation life in

the foreseeable future. (Foa somewhat
. ,

similar analysis of Papago migration, see

HackenberTand Wilson, 1972).

ThOUgh.th data-are far from ideal,

the general picture. that ias.emerged-#

of two tribal populations which haie made

markedly different adaptations tb the

*Fess of modernigation'because of the

different impact it has had on eachcof

'them. The Hopis, havinglost land and

living in more compact settlements, appear
,..

to half made an accelerated, demographic created in the area, then the demographic
.

transition tc a pattern of low fertility picture will probably continue as it is

which resemb that of the dominant Anglo- for quite soft time to come.
..

American society. This report suggests

what some bf the results of such a tran-

sition might be, but clearly there will be

others such as the influence on inheritance

patterns, ceremonial life, and even, per-

haps, mythology (Kunitz and Levy, MS).

: The Navajo population has gained -

siderable land over the past .100 ye- s1.7 and

this appears to have led to the ersistence

of a subsistence economy supported by out-

side agencies. Because many Navajos have

been able to continue to live in remote and

isolated areas, they have been somewhat re-

moved from the immediate influence of the,

dominant society. The western end of the

Reservation has until very rebently been

particularly isolated, and the result has

been, that different demographic patterns

are manifested there than on the eastern.

end. Generally; the western end shows

higher infant mortality rates, higher crude

and age-specific birth rates, and higher

net loss of population due to migratiori.

All this suggests that the western end is

at an earlier phase of the demographic

transition and that the. resulting rapid

rate of natural increase in'the face of
.

lower levels of economic development is

forcing the emigration of larger numbers

of people.
fe

It is in this context that he =ea- '

-tion ofLake Pow it and its a endant eco-.

Igve19p m ay havebome mpaot on

the population structure. of AIwestern

'end. What that impact is likely to be will,

be determined'in large measure by the bene-

fits accruing to the Navajos as opposed to

some other group. If Navajos have no

significant permanent share of the jobs

3 3 -
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APPENDIX

METHODS

When calculating rates, one needs a

numerator and a denominator. The numer-

ator consists of those events'bei

measured--births and deaths, for ex-

ample--and the denominator consists.o.

the population in Which those events

occur.

Numerator data in this study come
,--

from two sources. Data used,in con-

structing age-specific birth rate curves

come from the IHS_. -Of the USPHS and are

'IBM taped,reCords of all discharges from

IHS facilities for fiscal years 1971 and

1972. In addition, comparable tapesare

available from those facilities with
. _

which the IHS has contracts to treat

Indian patients. This study used tapes

t
from the Phoenix d Navajo Area Offices,

so the vast major ty of facilities pro-

viding services to Navajos and Hopis

were coveted.

There are clear limitations to

these data. First, an unknown number of

Hopi and Navajo.women deliver elsewhere:

either in other hospitals where their ex-

penses are paid bytthemselves or by a

thircD.party Othee ehan'the.Government,C4

'or at.home-. In .such cases, these de-

-liveries.would escape the recordkeeping

system used. for this.report. Second,

tribal.affiliation and other character-
.

istics may he recOrded inaccurately.

Third, uring fiscal year 1971 a Con-
, f

side.rabl4 number of records from the

.0

Navajo Area were 'lost before they 'could

be punched on tape.

I

With regard t9 the first problem,

an effort has been made to interview

medical record librarians at all hos-

pitals on and around the two reservations

in an attempt to gain some' understanding

of the loss to the system that delieries

in other than IHS or contract hospitals

would represent... At the Monument Valley

Hospital (Seventh Day Adventist) a 20-.

percent random sample of all discharges

during fiscal years 1971 and 1972 was ,

coded and counted in the tabulations of

this report. At other hospitals serving

fewer Hopis and, Nayajos an attempt was

made td estimate the number that would have

been lost because of different mechanisms

of payment than contract with the IHS, On

the basis of these interviews, it is esti-

mated that'records are lost of 300 to 400

Navajo deliveries per year and of perhaps.

10 'Hopi deliveries. We cannot tell haW

many children were not born in a hospital.

The IHS estimates that 95 percent of

all Indian, children are now born in

hospitals, but this figure obviously can

vary fromcone tribe or region,to-another.

It has been necessary to assume, however,

that for thetr'tribes discussed here the

same. proportion is delivered in hospitals

and that the loss,which does Occur is

random. (_,

As to adequacy of recording char-

acteristics of mothers, it is necessary to

assume that thevast majority of records

are' valid. A.sample o4tIHS records .has

beexi recoded and Matched with the tapes,
,,

25
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provided by the IHS. The matches e Up-

wards of 90 percent on virtuall all para-

meters, permitting some conf ence in-the

reliability of the record However;'. the

validity (how well -the ecords reflect

reality) is somethin which is necessarily.

assumed.

40
11.
4(1,

or_he third problem, loss rec-

ords in fiscal year 1971, the foalowinV s.,

djustments were made. 'Using tItt monthly:,

reports of the total number of discharges'

from each Navajo Area hospital, the

number of discharges on the IBM tap was

compared-with the number reported by the

hospital. This comparison yields an

.estimate of the propo ion reported on

the tapes, which is en 85 and 95

percent for each hospital, It was as-

sumed-that the loss of records was ran- .

dom. The number of births likely to have ,

occurred in each facility ids adjusted on

the bkSis of. the-Pibportion of recvls
_ -

lost. t

Data concerning-pre-1970 deaths and

births were obtained from volumes of

Vital Statistics of the United States,

but they do not provide information on

tribal affiliatj.on. ipdeed, Indian

births and deaths are reported together

ufith those of°Blacks, and; -are. grquped

's " on-Whites." As Black repre-

sent such a relatively small ropdttion

of the population in th= areas under con-

sideration,.this W's' not regarded as a

major problem Data from,the vital

statistic's ecords rather than from the

IHS were utilized because ay many deaths

may not occur in hospitals anti thus would

not appear in the IHS recordkeeping

system, and (2) historical data On births

and deaths are needed to calculate

intrinsic rates of natural increase.

,/
For denominator data -two sources

used: BIA population 'data for the:t o

ensustribes; and 1950, l960.-and 1970"

data for the fiirre New Mexico and Arizona

counties -which include most ,of 'the Navajo

and all of the Hopi Reservations.- This

is necessary because t e
/
IHS ata i

eaningrly to he

ulation data, whic1h

ex estimateS\-for each

ifferent parts ctf each

can be applied most

BIA reservation po

include age and

tribe and for

reservation / The birth_and death-data-

from the °lames' of vital statistics were

availab e for Counties, including off-

reser ation towns and villages, so a dif-
______.

fer nt denominator whiCh included those

areas was necessary--hence reliance on

the U.S. Census.

4

The BIA data for the Navajo popu-

lation are lased on 1971 figures for en-

rolled tribal",members resident in chapter

area on the.eservatiOn. The total at

that time in this category-was 130,000,

which is thought to e accurate to plus or
. -

minus 10 perce (i.e., the population

actual ight vary from 117,000 to

,000). In calculating crude and over-
.

a.11 age-specific birth rates, both figures /

have been'used in order to give some indi-
.

cation'of the possible range. When com-

paring age-specific birth rates from dif-

ferent pa s of the reservation, only the

figFe piqvided by the BIA have been

used, rather than the upper and lower;

limits, simply-fo ease of presentation

--The reader_should be are that the true

figureS could be highe' or lower than

those presented her . In general, however,

.
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it is the BIA's opinion that these

figures vary in the same direction. That

is, it is unlikely that reported, popu-

lation figures are Inflated by 1.0 percent

in one subagency and, deflated by'10 per-

cent in another subagency. Another in-

adequacy of- these data is the uMeer:=

enumeration of children below the age of

5 years, which happens because children

are not officially enrolled in the tribe

until such time as they start school.

Again, however, this under-enumeration is

probably relatively constant from one:part

of the reservation to another,

The Hopi ,population data are based

On a-1468 BIA survey of the reservation.

These data are the most recent available,

but do not represent a complete eLmera-
__

ti.om because some individuals refused to

cooperate. Nonetheless, attempts were

made to gather some dat om informants

concerning those families where first-
.

hand information could not be obtained."

For that reason, the age and sex figures

for the reservation population are as-

sumed to be reasonably accurate. In cal-

culating rates, a growth rate of 2;per-

xent per year has been assumed: The

census figures have been adjusted up-

wards to apply to fiscal years 1971,

and 1972.

The U.-S. ,,Census data as they apply

t dians in the five New Mexico and,

Arizona counties are.also problematic.

Observers of the census- taking procedure

oh=feservation estimate that the loss was

bout 25 percent in 1970. This was

'probably uniform across-the reservation:

'In addition, tribal afti.liation is not

available from. the U.S. Census. Thus,

for 'birth and death rates prior to 1970,

it is not possible to distinguish between

.Navajos and,Nopis or between on- and off-
:

reservation residents. The crude and *.

infant death, rates and crude birth rates

reported here, therefore; apply county-

wide, though as most Indians in each

county live on-reservation, the rates may"

be considered'to apply prim'arily to

reservation residents.

Finally,'in using the-figures from

the vital statistics` volumes it must be

kept in mind that the registratiOn of

births and deaths has been a particular

problem when dealing with American

Indians. It is very likely that there.

are errors due to under-reporting,Nbut

it may be assumed that the errors are

essentially randoM from one county to

another and that they are all in the same

direction and of the same magnitude. (At

the time of this writing, fertility and

mortality data from this safirce were

available only through 1968. In the'

calculations regarding migration it was

necessary to assume that 1969 was es-
.

t'sentially the same as 1968.)
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age-specific
birth rate

nr

0 "I

chi- square
goodness-of-fit
test

.44

-

doklart analysis

contingency table

crude birth rate

crude death rate

degrees of
freedoe (4-f)

(,
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l

to

GLOSSARY

the number of births

per 1,000Wom4n in

. specified age groups,

usually given at 5-

year'intervW 'start -.

ing with' age 15

Bureau of Indian

Affairs

a statistical test

which assesses the fit

of the data to' a

hypothesized model;

small values of the chi-

square teststatistic

indicate a goOdfit of

the data to the model

4 method of studying

.groups of individuals

by following them.

-*longitudinally through

time\

fertility ratio

IHS

infant death rate

logit scale

primigravida

1. table presenting--

a cros classification

of data in two or more

ways; 2.iewhere you

place extra guests

the number of births

per'1,000 population

the number of deaths

per 1,000 population

index related to the

number' of cells in a

contingency table

USPHS
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the ratio of children

under 5 years of age to

each 1,000 women be-

tween ages 15 told 44

'Indian Health Service

_number of deaths of

children (under the

age of 1 year) per

1,000 live births

r.

a mathers40i0tal trans-
.

formation of data clas-

sified into contingency

tables which simplifies

multiplicative models

by transforming them to

additive models

a woman during her

first pregnancy

'a measure of whether

the observed result of

a statistical test of

significance should be

considered extreme;

the probability of ob-

serving a value of.the

test statistic more

exiremellan.the ob-

served fesult, assum-

ing the null Hypothesis

is true.,, (small values

'of the p-value are con-

',sidered extreme)

.United States Public

Health Service
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